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Summary

A method of obtainirig estimators, very nearly as efficient as
the M.L. estimators and easier to compute, of the mean and standard
deviation from progressively censored normal samples is presented.

1. Introduction

Let /(x)=(27r)~^ exp (—be the p.d.f. of the normal

variate x and F(;c)=J^ f{x)dx. Normal distribution is one of the
distributions having the interesting property that the points
S{x)=f{x)lF{x), over an interval a^x'^b of finite length, lie very
close to the line where -

K=^(a)-Pfl and ?'={g{b)-g{a)}l{b-a) ...(1)

The equation was used by Tiku (1967 a,b, c) to simplify
the solutions of the maximum likelihood (ML) equations calculated
from censored and truncated samples from normal and log-normal
distributions. The resulting estimators, are very nearly as efficient
as the ML estimators and more efficient than the best linear unbias

sed estimators. Thisequation is used here to simplify the solution
of the ML equations calculated from progressively censored normal
samples of type I and type IL An example is worked out and the
resulting estimates are compared with Cohen's (1963) ML estimates.
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2. Progressively Censored Samples

To quote Cohen (1963, p. 328), a progressively censored
sample is defined as follows :

"Let N designate the total sample size and n the number of
sample specimens which fail and which therefore result in
completely determined life spans. Suppose that censoring
occurs progressively in k stages at times Ti, f=l, 2, k, and
that at the ith stage of censoring sample specimens selected
randomly from the survivors at time T,- are censored from
further observations. It follows that

N=n^ 2 Vi
i=\

...(2)

In type I censoring, the Ti are fixed and the number of survi
vors at these times are random variables. In type II censoring,
the Ti coincide with times of failure and are random variables,
whereas the number of survivors at these times are fixed. For
both types Vi is fixed."

Let (j'l, jg. >J'n ) be a A:-stage progressively censored
sample of type I from a <t).

The samples of this kind are encountered in life and fatigue
studies in the context of life testing [see Cohen (1963) and the refer
ences given there on page 339]. The log-likelihood function is
obtained as

« 1 k

L=C~n log o- S — (7i-f^)'+ S Vi log Fi(Zi)
i=\ ® J=1

where Zi=(ri—[x)/ff and F(z) = (27i:) ^ sxp ( \x^) dx.

The M.L. equations for estimating [a and ct are

cj

§^1= —
3a cr

r 1

=0.

-1+ S '-^Zig{Zi)
i=i «

...(3)

...(4)

=0 ...(5)

where y= S Viln, s^= S (yi-vYIn and g{zi)=f(Zi)lF(Zi).
/=! J=1

Equations (4) and (5) have no explicit solutions 'and can only
be solved by an iterative procedure. From probits, Cohen obtained
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the first approximations to be used in such an iterative procedure.
A A

The final estimates jj. and ct can thus be obtained in two or three
cycles. We present here an alternative method of estimating (a and
a based on (1).

It is to be noted that for moderately large n, Zi=(Ti—yL)/a is
likely to be covered by the interval (a^, b^), where

(y+'J/V«)]/'y and bi=[Ti—(y—s/^/n)]/s ...(6)
Of course, y and are biassed estimators of [j. and but we are
only interested in z,- being covered by (a,-, b^) not that it should
necessarily be the fflid-point of this interval. In (4) and (5) we
replace g(z^) by a(+Pf z,, J=l, 2,...,/c, where and P; are given
by (1) with and b=bi, and obtain the following equations with
qi=rt!n

dL 0/,'

0[A

Sct gcr

1 k
—(y-(^)+ ...(7)

" 1 - fc
+ 1+ + ...(8)

Equating (7) and (8) to zero we obtain the estimators [see also
Tiku (1967 a, b, c)].

k k k

['•2>=[{y+ S e.-PiTO + crS q,y.i]l{l+ S 9A) ...(9)
t=l ;=1 1=1

= K+gL, say

and CTj, is the only positive root of the equation
k

1= 1

or

/=! i=\ ,=i

...(11)
according as [j, is known or unknown. Here

k k

K=(y+ % qi?>iTi)l{l+ % qi^i)
i=l (=1

k k
L— S ?<«,•/(!-f 2 ^iP<)

(=1 ./=I

...(12)
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Note that (10) and (11) being of the form x^~bx—c, c > 0,
have only one positive root.

In case/c is greaier than say 3, it will be . time consuming to
calculate (a,, p,), /=1, 2, , k. We therefore need to obtain a
common value (a, p) replacing (a^, (3j). This can be done by noting
that for moderately large «, T '̂s are likely to be covered, all ofthem,
by the interval (a, b), where

a={Ti-{y+sly^n))js and b^{T,-{y-sly/ri)]ls ...(13)
Substituting these values in (1) we obtain the values ofa and (3 and
calculate [Xj, and from (9) to (12).

3. Bias in the Estimators

From (9) we obtain

k k

^((^i.) = !^ f {£'(}'—!J.) + a s ^i(ai + |3iZ«)}/(I-H s g,-p,-)
(=1 /=1

where i?2(lj,)=-£'̂ —j is given by (16). The exact conditional
bias in [Xj, is therefore equal to

f)™} ...(14)

It is difficult to evaluate the bias in but it follows from
(18 31) ofKendall and Stuart (1961, p. 44) that the approximate
conditional bias in CTj, is given by

B2 = E(aj,[ij.)-G = E
fd£
.do /

...(15)

where

Unfortunately it is difficult to work out the expressions for (14)
and (15) but it is hoped the bias in the estimators is not appreciably
large, at least for large n. Some Monte Carlo investigation is ob
viously needed to study the bias in these estimators.

4. Variances and CovARrANces

From (7) and (8) we obtain

^ = -
d^L'

diJ.'
1+ S

;=i
- (16)
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k k

*^12 —
0^L' n r 2
0[X0O _ CT

3'-L' n - 3

9^2 0^
Jtft ^ o o

1=1 j=l

k

i=\

k

(=1

...(17)

...(18)

The approximate variances and covariances of (Zj, and cr^, are
given by the elements of the matrix

a=(7^ ...(19)

Example. Consider the following 'example [Cohen (1963, p.
337)]. A total of316 specimens were placed under observation and
their life spans recorded in days. Ten specimens were censored
after 36 5 days and ten more censored after 44-5 days. Data for this
type I censored sample was summarized as follows :

Ar=316, «=29J, gi=^2=0-0338, ri=36-5, r2=44-5,
y=39-2703 and s2=20'1634.

Substituting these values in (13), (9) and (11), we obtain
a=-8030, p=-6475 and [Zj.=39-560 and (7j,=4-599.

The approximate asymptotic variances and covariances of these
estimates are given by (16) —(18) as follows :

F([z,j,)=0'0686, Cov ((x^, a^)=0-0018 and F(cjJ=0'0358.

The estimators [Xj, and ctj, were also calculated from (6), (9)
and (11) and are substantially the same as above.

The above estimates may be compared with Cohen's M.L
estimates

A A

[x=39-583 and tr=4-611 with
A A A A

V([x)=0 069, Cov ([i,, c)=0 002 and F(cr)=0 036.
A A

Note that the computation of [a, and Oj, is much easier than [x anda.

The estimating equations for type II progressively censored
samples are identical with the above estimating equations for type I
censored samples except that («,, (3,), ' = 1, 2, k, are to be
obtained as the solutions of the following equations ;

K<+P<Ci=g(Ci) and •••(20)
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where q and (/,• are determined by the following equations with
P(z)=l-F(z) :

P{Cz)=Pi-V- •and P{di)=Pi + V- ^(1-;^/)

•••(22)

This is because Zj is a random variable and for n-^oo, where
P{U)^Pi=iln. For moderately large n, z^ is therefore likely to be
covered by the interval (q, «/,), i=i, 2,..., k.

The normal probability integral F{x) is extensively tabulated
in Biometrika Tables.

My thanks are due to the referee for helpful comments.
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